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''Men are never so lllcely to
'settle a question rightly as when
th~y discuss 1t freely."
Thomas Babington
(Lord Macaulay)

"Who dares to teach must
never cease to learn.•
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Student Opinion on 'Wilkins
Reports
Counc,·1 Approves
On Dorm Progress
Court Urged by Council ;fJ!:::::,7:~·~.:r:: Blldge_t, VI orkSh-Op
Judy Goodwin, chairman of the
Student Court Committee of Student Council, has submitted the
following information on a study
made of a proposed Student Court
for Newark State. She urges
that
all
students consider
the questions at the end of the
study and place all replies in
mailbox #231.
"Your Student Government
here at Newark State is interested in initiatiting a Student
Court on this campus. The committee for investigation of this
project feels a need for your
reaction to this proposal.
"A well-functioning Student
Court is an i ndication of a mature,
active, and interested student
body. ln order to function properly, it requi r es the full support
and confidence of the students
responsible to it. lt would
mean individual compliance with
the rules set up by the students
themselves, through their council
representatives. As soon as the
court loses the support of its
subjects, it becomes ineffective.
The purpose of the court would
be to insure uniform and adequate
protection of students and the
protection of the standards and
character, iMate in a school
which produces a portion of the
teachers of America.
"You may not as yet reaUze
the delicate nature of this type
of organization until perhaps you,
·yourselves become subject to
its disciplinary action. Do you
feel yourself mature enough to
support your court in the face
of personal conflict. As future
teachers, !feel you are. Actually,
you presently live under a
government guided by the same
principle; jurisdiction through
representation. Your representatives voice your individual
decires and set up your laws
accordingly. Yet youdon'treject
your laws when you are faced
with a traffic ticket.
"Of course, as with any initial
endeavor, investigation of this
project has uncovered some problem areas.

Results of the poll taken of
the student body show that currently twenty freshmen, s ixteen
sophomores, fourteen junior s,
a nd twelve seniors are living
away from home.
Requests for rooms in the new
girls' dormitory, according to the
survey, total 100 fre s hmen, 84
sophomores, and 22 juniors.
The new dormitory will house
150 girls, SO on each floor. The
main floor will contain a lounge,
reception room, and recreation
room. The three floors of rooms,
both singles and doubles, will
provide a laundry room on each
floor and private baths between
each single and double room.

• 'A summary of the reports
from other colleges is as follows:
" Co 11 e g e s
which
have
dormitories on campus generally
have a separate men's cour~
and wome n's court. Although;
the individual courts have full
jurisdictional authority, individuals may appeal their cases to
the join court, which is the
final authority. The joint court
is usually composed of students,
elected by the student body, and
faculty or administrators as advisors.
Fines,
suspensions,
probations and expulsions or recommendations for expulsions
constitute the range of powers
of the courts.
·
"However, a possible solution
to establishing a student participant judiciary system here
and now, if it is felt that it
is needed, is as follows:
"A Judicial Commission, consisting of three studentS, two
faculty membe.r s, one adminis trator and a s tudent chair man,
may be effected. This commission would be void of the
formalities of a regular student
court. Since it would be a new
sys tem, its powers would be
r elatively limi ted. Gradually,
it may gain more power as it
gain& experi nce and and student
confidence. In it:; development,
it could come to the point where
faculty and administrators would
accept the r ole of advisors,
rather than members alXi formal
procedure could be set up.
"Your Student C ouncil needs
your help and reaction to thes e
ideas.
''It is interes ted in:
1.)
Whether you feel an i mmediate
pa rti cipant
judiciary
system,
resembling that of the J udicial
C o m m 1 s s i o n previously
mentioned.
2,) Whether you feel ther~ is
no need for any sort of
student judiciary system.
"We invite all students.. faculty
and administr.ations to raise guestions, comments or sugges-tions

Committee Revises
Parking Rules
The new student-controUed
Parking Committee, through a
series of recent meetings, has
revised the campus parking regulations.
T his committee is
presently compos ed of five s tudents empowered to set policy
for all coilege parking, make
decisions on appeals, and p~
future additions or revis ions of
the rules and facilities.
WARNING SYSTEM
There have been manychanges
in various procedures, the major
one being the inauguration of a
double violation system. Flagrant violations will be ticketed.
Other parking violations will receive a Warning Slip. These'
wlll be recorded in the office
by the Parki ng Committee Secretary. Upon a second warning,
the student will receive a $5.00
Fine, payable under the same
system as the ticket.
YELLOW LINES
The parking lot along Morris
Avenue has been re-aligned over
the summer with YELLOW LINES
for ail student cars. StudentS
will receive tickets or warnings
for parking outside these lines.

African Troupe omes to NSC
The Dinizulu Dancers will present a program in the Little
Theatre, Friday night. October
13, at 8:30 P.M. The group I.Ban African folk dance troupe
which specializes in authentic
African dances, songs, and
rituals.
The program is sponsored by
the College Center Board and was
s ecured through the co-operation
of Dr. Hugh Brooks, a member
of the Newark State Faculty and
also Head of the African Studies
De~artment at St. John's Univert

atty. Dr. Brooks was also
instrumental in engaging the
Dance Group for an appearance
this past summer at the Coilege.
The Dinizulu Folk Dance Group
is authentic.
It is primarily
a Nigerian group and its dances
and music are of the Yoruba
Tribe. The group has appeared
for African notables both here
and abroad.
The students of Newark State
are invited to attend this second
presentation offered by the
College Center Board this year.
f

Student Council, at its Septem- of the small schools which were
ber 29, 1961, meeting, authorized i::ontacted do not have student
rescheduling of a StudentCouncil <:ourts.
Workshop and approved the 1961SIX-STUDENT COURT
'62 Student Organization budget.
SUGGESTED
Authorization for a one-day
A Student Court, comprised of
Student Council Workshop, aimed
six students elected by the swa t clarifying and dlscus sing the dent body; the college president,
job of a Student Council represen- and the dean, was suggested,
tative and the relationship of the
a personal recommendation by
executive
board to Student Miss Goodwin. She stated that
Council, was given after some such a court, having Jurisdicdebate on the necessity of such tion over disciplinary matters,
a session.
Dan ReHly, '62, would be a stepping stone to a
expressed the view that Student future dormitory- orlentedCourt.
Council representative could
Doug Pecina, Senior Class
handle their job without such a President, urged that the jurisdiction of the court and student
workshop.
Council gave the Workshop body opinion toward such an inCommittee power to determine novation be determined before
the time a nd place of the con- any vote was taken on aspects
ference, specifying an early date. of the proposal.
Jim Haney, '62, made a motion
The Student Council Works hop
Committee cons ists of Joan that the commtttee further study
Davis, Clarissa Koch, Joanna the problem of developing -a plan
and present the results of this
Parelli, Mary AMe Lombardo,
Lucille Pace, a nd Ellen Maher. study to the Student Counc;:11.
Approval of the motion and
BUDGET APPROVED
Budge.t appropriations for the authorization of a survey of Stuyear of 1961-'621 were apl)I"oved dent body opinion on the subject
by the Council. (See page 6). An
were given. (~e page 1, col. )
additional
appropr 1auon
of
ATHLETIC PROBATION
$16,000 to the Athletic AsREPORT
sociation will be voted on later.
Jim Hynes, '63, chairman of
J udy Goodwin, '63, chairman of
the Athletic and Probation Comthe Student Court Committee,
mittee, reported that an athlete
reported that several colleges
r eceiving five hours of D and/ or
and universities had r eplied to
the committee' s queries on F grades, thereby placing him on
academic probation, is forbidden
student courts.
According to
Miss Goodwin, one type of student to hold a position on a team.
Mr. Hyne's committee has writcourt conducted at dormitory
ten to student body prealdenta
schools consists of a large court
of other state colleges as anwith
smaller
courts, repother step in examination of this
r esenting
dor mitories, ressituation,
ponsible to it. Both faculty and
Joy Edmunds, '64, and Grace
administration preside over the
Giordano, '64, were designated
court.
to correspond with NSC's two
Syracuse Univers ity, i t was readopted orphans, on behalf of
ported, . has a court which
the Student Organization.
is flexible to the cha nging needs
Joe Santanello, StudentCouncil
of the univer sity and the students.
President, aMounced, in conThe authority of Syracuse's Court
clusion, that future Council
extends to recommendations on
meetings will be convened every
suspension, expulsion, and fines.
Friday at 4 :30 P.M.
_.
Miss Goodwin stated that most

INDEPENOANT Adds Edit.ors·-.

NlGHT-TlME PARKING
Parking after 4:30 P.M. will
be allowed in front of the library
and near the college center building, for day time students ONLY,
with the regulations that these
cars will be (1) registered day
students, (2) with a correctly
affixed parking seal and (3) legally parked within available parking
spaces. Tickets will be given
until 9 P .M. for violations of
these rules.
RULES EFFECTIVE OCT. 11
The approved rules will go into
effect starting on Wednesday,
October 11, 1961. Until this date•
all present regulations w1ll be
enforced.

Music Major fo r
NSC Requested
A request has been made of
the New Jersey State Board of
Education that music be offered
as a major course of study at
Newark State . The present music
department is housed in the Kean
Building.
During the summer, Barn A
"Vas rennovated and is now
serving as a ceramics stud.io.
Barn B will be installed with
heat in the near future.
The Alumni Association has
contributed $1,000 for the rennovation of the Kean Building.
Norms, the Newark State theatre
group, has donated money for the
Shake spearean Theatre which
wlll be built on our campus.

Mary Dormer

John Masterson

The election of .Mary Dorme
and John Masterson to the offices
of News Editor and Feature
Editor, respec tively, has been
announced by the Editorial Staff
of the INDEPENDENT.
Miss Dormer, a sophomore
Social Science major, served as
a
report e r
for
the
INDEPENDENT until her ele<;J1.on
ON HAND FOR SCHOOL

Knits a nd leathers combine
in a fashion handshake for
some exciting glove styles in bright colors. Cotton cr ochet, wool knits, wool jersey
and angora too, go hand in
hand with leathe r palms and
leathe r trim in s pirited colors
and glove styles.
4

to the Editorial Board. She ia
Vice-President of W. R. A., a
me mber of the Newman Club
and the Newark State Glee Club.
A resident of Elizabeth, Miss
Dormer was graduated from Holy
Cross .AcademyinNewYorkClty:
Mr. Master son ls a sophomore
English major.
He lives in
Elizabeth and attended Matist
High School in Bayonne. He
is Vice President of Newman
Club, sophomore representative
to the Student Personel Committee and has written feature
articles for the INDEPENDENT.
The position of Art Ed it or
for the INDEPENDENT has been
eliminated.
Also,
Margaret
Maher, former Public Relations
Director, was transferred to the
position of Copy Editor.
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Editorials
Outlook on Student Council
Student Council experienced one of its very first complete and
well-informed committee reports, which was submitted by Miss
Judy Goodwin,
Even the members on Council recognized this
and went so far to express it.
Toe committee was set up for the primary purpose of investigations the actions of a student court at colleges other than those
in this immediate area. This committee not only performed their
duty but also devoted time to bring forth suggestions to th.e Council
referring to the methods in which a student court could be established
at Newark State, In addition to this, the committee appealed for
and immediate reaction of their proposal, This demonstrates
that they were not merely concerned with methods, but also opinions
which would assure sincere interst on the part of the students
in relation to a student court, should it be put into action.
Such a court would take into consideration the protection of the
students and tha.- standards of the college, 1n this report, the
committee emphasized the importance of a student court and the
respect it should be given not only from the Council but from the
student body,
This is not the only progress that Council is making, According
to the Parking committee, the entire responsibility will be placed
on tbe shoulders of students, This situation which has presented
itself as a problem since the existence of this college might probably
be extinguished. Most of this has been explained in a news story,
therefore, we do not find it necessary to go into it any further,
It must be realized, however, that this committee has complete
jurisdiction in regards to the evils of parking,
Because two committees have proven themselves reliable does
not inean that we should assume an optimistic view of Student
Council this year. There are many formed committees that never
reach the epitome of reporting to this council, while some of them
fail to carry out any action, that was specifically mandated,
It was rather distressing to hear that the Council workshop
which was established to determine the role of a representative
and executive board, fell through this summer, How strange it
appears that Council, after conducting three meetings, suddenly
wants to decide the exten11ion of its goals. For, sure, it is too
late for this! By the time this one-day workshop is enacted and
has reported their accomplishments, Council would have held at
least three other meetings. The whole idea is pointless if the
time is not ripe!
Council members are either misinformed on this issue, or not ·
informed at all. Through· the course of time, it has been a well
known fact that an organization cannot exist or will not serve any
purpose, if the goals are not determined beforehand, Be that as
it may, Council is proving· itself to a well organized parliament
and it would be a shame to be overly-critical at such an early time.
Many are well aware of the difference between last year's
council and this one, and no one should doubt that we have representatives who are deeply concerned with the problems on campus,

Time for Action
Last week an editonal was written about the importance of a
faculty forum open to the entire college, This issue cannot be
stressed enough,
It is evident that if one should wait for this
forum to be established on campus, gray hairs would be in abundance.
Everyone tallcs and tallcs and tallcs, but nothing if put into action,
This was typical of the Leadership Conference held in 1960 for once
the fever died down, nothing more was heard.
So that this will not occur again, the INDEPENDENT has decided
to organize this forum, whish we have implicitly demanded, It
is not only something that we feel necessary, but most important
to every member of this institution, Questionnaires will be distributed to all professors and we shall await the answers. It would
be mandatory for all professors to participate for this is their
perogative. No one would openly call them cowards if they refused
to do so,
But as was stated last week, there are many capable and well
versed members of the faculty whose opinions on such issues
as the Berlin crisis, the American foreign policy, and other national
and international problems, would be respected and argued, The
response to the article ''N, S. C. Reacts" on ·t he part of the faculty
demonstrates that they do have the desire to express themselves
before the student body.
Some may have the impression that the college newspaper
does not have the authority or right to organize this forum. That
theory is indeed invalid! Any organization may support a function,
especially if they feel that no other organization on campus will
have the time or the initiative to do it,
Something of such value deserves immediate action; we've wasted
enough time aireadyl
The first six weeks'
session of the Women's Recreation Association started
on October 2 and will end
on November 7, It's still
not too late to join, so get
over to the gym,

It is now thought in serious
medical circles that the
appendix is not in reality
a vestigial structure but is
in · fact useful to man in
that it serves as a filter
for radioactivity in the body,

Independent

-

MEMBER
The opinions expressed in signed columns in this newspaper
are not necessarily the opinions of the editors, Nor is anything

rinied tn this paper, unless officially cited as such, to be take
as official policy or opinion,
This newspaper 1s published every· Tuesday of the academic
year, Deadline is one week before publication.
Editor-in-Chief- Andrea Lello
Managing Editor- Heidi Greiss
News Editor- Mary Dormer
Business Mana.g er- Jim Haney
- Robert Utowchak
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there are a gr~atmanyconstructive people within the confines
of this campus. A person with
a destructive, and critical outlook
A'ITENTION MISS MARY DORMER does stand out, but usually not
for long, Suggestion for improveTo Toe Editor:
ment are always welcomed by any
A number of seniors have dis- intelligent group, However, sencussed your very academic s at ion al and immature
appraisal of Senior Court. After complaints for the prestige of
careful consideration we came the critic cannot and will not be
to the conclusion that it was our tolerated.
Sincerely,
obligation not to let an individual
Douglas A. Pecina
of your "high intelligence" fall
President, Class of 1962
victim to the dreadful disease
of apathy plaguing all Seniors.
We therefore suggest that you AN ANSWER?
get in touch with Dr, Vogel, a To Toe Editor,
very competent man in his field,
An attack last week by a sophwho besides offering two very
omore on the activities of
good psychology courses in this
"noble institution", also carries distinguished upperclassmen has
on a very active practice, If been noted with much indignation
financial circumstances prevent by members of the Class of '64,
Constructive criticism is alyou from seeking his professional assistance the undersigned will ways necessary, But when
criticism is no longer construcbe glad to contribute. to this
tive it becomes a mere mockery
most needed cause,
of people's activities. Then this
A large
is no longer a sign of maturity,
number of Seniors
Intelligence or rationalization,
Who is Mary Dormer to
A PROVERB
criticize the Hazing Program?
To The Editor:
As a freshman she was on the
Who is Mary Dormer to
In response to Miss Dormer's
criticize the Hazing Program? .
letter in which she incriminates
As a freshman she was one of
the Junior Class, I dedicate to
the most flagrant violators of this
her, the following proverb:
program. Senior Court is not
''Tis better to be silent
a formal function of the school,
and thought a fool,
If she did not lilce it she could
Then to speak and remove
have left - why did she stay?
all doubt"
To criticize othersll
Sincerely,
She is such an epitome of perRichard Reskow
fection
- or so she thin.ks. As
President
a frosh she fled from hazing.
of the Junior Class
Is this why she can not understand the basic points of this
END OR BEGINNING?
program? Despite her blissful
To Toe Editor:
ignorance she should have had
a
better
sense of ethics
Senior
Court for
many in stereotyping this entire proFreshmen was the climatic end- gram, However, we do feel that
ing to an exhausting, but a little more formality would
challenging three days. Despite have been more effective,
the opinion of the minority of one
Since Miss Dormer seems very
sophomore, we feel justified in adept at handing out criticism,
saying hazing was enjoyed by all, let us see if she is equally adept
It fulfUled the purpose for which at taking it.
it was instituted, namely,
20 Irate Sophs
it provided an excellent
opportunity for Freshmen to ac- RE MARY DORMER
quaint themselves not only with To Toe Editor:
members of their own class, but
also with the upper classmen.
First, I would lilce to congraniAs for Senior Court being dis- late you on the interst you have
gr ac e·ful, . we emphatically displayed in the Senior Court,
disagree, . On the contrary, we I realize that this must have
extend our heartiest thanks to the . been very boring to someone with
Seniors for culminating hazing your superior level of intellecwith a sense of humor pertinent tual achievement. This is,
not only to an occasion like this, however, an activity that has been
but also to the development of carried on traditionally at
a successful teacher,
Newark State and it is only
Pat Greeley
through student parti~ipation that
Pat Kroeger
a tradition can be maintained.
Karen Kum;t
This
senior court was
Diane Monaco tlie fourth one that I have at'65
tended, There has never been
one that epitomized the dignity
IBEATRICAL LIMELIGHT
that you are so desperately seekTo The Editor:
ing, Toe purpose of the court,
to the best of my knowledge, has
A certain letter that was
always been to terminate hazing
printed in the last of this pub- week in a way that wUl make
lication has placed me in a rather the Freshmen as close to the
peculiar position. One section Seniors as the remainder of the
of this manuscript bestowed
student body as possible,
I
a compliment UJ?On me for believe that we were success"looking on with disgust" as my ful in this objective.
I can
classmates acted in an unwhole- personally cite several instances
some manner.
where I have had the opportunity
The position in which I find to meet some of the Freshmen
myself is, first of all, I was as a result of the hazing.
NOT disgusted with tbe proceedI feel that 1f you possess this
ings; I thought they were rather dignity, poise etc., that you spoke
funny. Secondly, in my opinion of in your letter, it may be
there was nothing wrong with what used advantageously in a rewent on at Senior Court. I feel appraisal of your thoughts on
that "slap stick" comedy is just the matter.
It may even be
as funny as anything in the con- instrumental in making you
temporary realm. Enough about realize that you owe an apology
my position and the ramifica- to the member of the class of
tions involved,
'62.
Normally I would sign off at
Ron Blazovic '62
this point and forget about the
whole incident, but my class been
BACK TO SANITY
blackened unnecessarily, and
some of my individual class- To The Editor:
mates have been unduly critiSuddenly it appears that the
cized. In my opinion this entire
on
this campus
incident concerning Senior Cour1 students
of informative
has been created to satisfy the are afraid
sensational desires of one Mary criticism delivered by Miss Mary
I feel that she has
Dormer, I feel that her only Dormer,
motive was to see her name in" presented her opinion in an inprint,
telligent form, quite different
Miss Dormer has insulted from the comments I've heard
about four hundred people, I passing through the halls, Toe
doubt that she has gained many actions of Senior Court were
friends through her epistle of not only completely stupid, but
criticism, but I feel that she downright frustrating,
We are supposed to be inhas accomplished her main goal,
She has been placed in a ring telligent beings in an intellectual
climate and yet we resort to egg
of theatrical limelight.
In summation I submit that throwing and wild demonstrations

letters

of ignorance, Fun is fun, granted.
But must we adhere to asinine
exhibits of pleasure, Many of
the members who took part in
the Senior Court showed their
desire for a spotlight and once
receiving it, completely forgot
their composure, Let's hope that
Miss Dormer's letter appeals to
the few individuals on campus
who still remain sane,
Thank you,
Andrew Leeds
BELITTLED SENIORS
To the Editor:
We would like to put forth
a reply to the letter that belittled us, as a class, based on
our actions at Senior Court.
Looking at the letter, we saw
that it did not criticize, but only
bemoaned the actions of certain
seniors, It gave no suggestions
as to how these so called horrible actions could have been
altered or replaced, to make
Senior Court fulfill its purpose,
And what is its purpose?
For a moment let us take
an overall view of the tradition of hazing of which Senior
Court is a part, The purpose
behind it, as we all know, or
should know, is to become acquainted with the new members
of the Student Body--the freshman,--and to have some fun witll
each other while doing this.
During the three day hazing
period, the sophomores make
the freshmen act in a silly manner by having them wear large
signs.
They themselves (sophomores)
perform actions on the light side
by directing the freshman to engage in "appalling spectacles"
all over the campus.
The juniors too, enjoy this
period, and according to another
letter by the same author, this
year they seem to have gotten
too much enjoyment out of it
by infringing on the sole rights
of the sophomores to haze,
The seniors have an op portunity to play a role in this
on the last day for about one
or two hours at the most. However, we assume that Miss
Dormer feels that seniors should
be different--thet they, because
of their status, should be aloof
and a part from the rest of the
Student Body,
(She gave no
Indication that she felt . otherwise), Should we, as seniors,
no longer participate in funfilled activities because we are
seniors? We feel that airs of
aloofness do not accompany our
standing as seniors. We are
as much a part of the Student
Body as ever, and we enjoyed
the once-a-year chance to show
the freshmen that we can all
be fun-loviJJg at times. ~ .
we feel, accounts for our actions
at Senior Court.
As far as our teaching ab111ties are concerned, we can see
no correlati•n between Senior
Court and these questioned
abilities, It seems to us that
deriving an opinion as was so
stated in Miss Dormer's letter
from one occurrence is as
ridiculous as saying, ''Mrs,
Jones had laryngitis today and
wrote all instructions to her
class in this manner," We all
tend to generalize without sufficient basis, and I think Miss
Dormer will agree, Because
certain seniors were silly, in
one situation, does it follow that
all the
members of the
senior class are "sad specimens
of humanity"? No, of course
notl Neither does it make sense
to say that even these certain
seniors should be labled thus
on one incident,
Linda Pollack
Jan Swift
Jackie Faye
C, C, Koch
Diane CoJ?pola
Pat O'Donnell
Julia Calimano
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THE
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IN AGREEMENT
To The Editor:

NSC Reacts

I must admit that I found a
great deal more sensitivity and
concern
in
your editorial,
"Waste of Wealth," than I have
s o far found in most of the
Faculty this academic year. I
have the definite impression that
much work at Newark right now
is either frivolous or irresponsible. You would be doing the
entire College a distinct service
if you s ponsor ed a forum. And
I am quite will to panicipate
in any way l can.
Dr. Richard Fink

DOES TiiE WEEK SPENT AT STOKES FOREST HAVE ANY VALUE?

Foreign Students
Visit U.S.

Miss Judy Burst states the following,

(NSA Release) -The National
Officers of the National Student
Association met with a group of
College students from Ecuador
in the NSA headquarters this
summer.
The
twenty-five
visiting
students, in the United States
for one month on a Deparonent
of, State tour, requested · the
meeting with the American student leaders "to strengthen the
common
bond
of
students
throughout the world."
The students said they wanted
to increase understanding and
develop programs of cooperation
between the students of Ecuador
and those of the United States.
The Ecuadore an students, most
of them majoring in engineering,
medicine, and technology, are
members of a small educational
elite who will hold positions of
great responsibtllty in their
countries i n the near future, said
Jim Scott, NSA International Affairs Vice President. ''It ls
now, and will be, essential that
u. S. student organizations, colleges, and universities acquire
a profound comprehension of the
educational,
economic,
and
political conditions and currents
in Latin Ame.r ica, •• he added.
The two student groups ex. changed information about the
colleges and universities of their
r e spective countries. The Ecuadoreans explained that students
in their countries had two
interests in education: furthering
their education and bringing
greater happiness to people of
their country and the world.
"This is why we are so politically
active," sald one student,

Topcoats
Show Off
New Styles
Topcoa ts for fall still maintain the popular European
look of last year. New vari ations on basic styles will give
a much-wantecl debonair, upda ted look.
Fabrics remai n gener ally
staid and conservative. New
"spor t toppers"highl ight hacking flap pockets, cuffed sleeves,
sem i-peaked lapels, waist suppressions , just below the k nee
length, ancl clouble - breasted
buttoning.
Look fo r t he " Alpine Look"
which f eatures much needed
unde rset sleeves . . . cape-like
s houlders . . . deep inve rted
back p lea t and new again, selfbelts.
RAI NWEAR forecast for fall
will offer basic styles, color s
a nd fabrics . . . but t he newsmakers a re the LA MINAT ES.
Laminates come in knit a nd
woven cloths bonded to foam.
Light, bright and really fash ionable, laminates a re available in checks, herri ngbones,
diagonals and plaids.
Causi ng a fash ion stir in
rainwear is the cutaway-front
with double breasted buttoning. Wa r m, too, is t he forecast
- tha nk to p ile linings, liners
and pile collars.
Making t heir debut . . . p last ic-coated fabrics that a re water-proof and breatha ble. Contents : dacrnn and cotton.

enjoy the opportunities offered
us during this bout,
I feel safe In answering the
question asked, by saying, "Yes,
it was of value. " If you enj oyed
yourself, you decided to join
Wapalanne after all, if you didn't
enjoy yourself, a t least you know
for sure you've found somethi11g
you'll never do againl This is
value?!?''

"Stokes, commonly thought of
as a Sophomore vacation, is a
modern form of medieval torture.
The "entire'' day was fully
planned, and I do mean entire, In
addition, to this the Sophomores
were given advanced assignments
'to be accomplished i n no allotted
time.
The physical torture came in
when one attempted to ascend
or descend the rocky side of a
mountain, The distance, unknown,
,was complicated with r ocky,
steep paths and poison ivy. An
average day might consist of at
least twelve such trips.
I honestly think more could
be done if Sophomores were to
go to Stokes during the summer.
They should be given more time
to themse lves so they could use
it in the useful (personal) study
of nature.
I personally would like to
thank N.S.C. for giving me the
opportunity to experience a
totally different type of life for
a week, and for providing a
knowledge of nature for general
consumption. or words to that
effect. "

Miss Cynthia Harter
As stated by Miss Cynthia

Harter, "I would answer, Yes,
definitely. Yes!" Also,, was it
out of the ordinary? Was it
different? Was it a week end to
remember? "Yes, definitely,
yes!"
I could describe many incidents
but some of the more poignant
ones " (tramp, tramp, tramp)."
("ahew, what say hike rs?)" have
already been sympathetically
treated, doctored and discussed.
So, I will avoid mentioning them.
For those like myself, the
whole idea of camping was a new
e xperience, while some others
had never observed Nature or
maybe never have waited on
tables,
Cabin living, though congenial,
turned one morning into flurried
ac tivity as bosom buddies bid
farewell to their roommates and
t r an sf e r r e d back to their
assigned cabins before breakfast
at 7:45 A.M.
Getting back to the question
posed, I would say, that those
s tude nts living in the city must
have been both delighted and
awe-struck as they observed
Nature in all her glory. But, I,
living in the midst of the Watc hung Reservation in a town called
Mountainside, have been aware of
all these things for quite some
time.
The instructors and camp
leaders were very friendly and
whe n asked for assistance were
mor e than c ompliant. I would
suggest though, that only those
who have complete knowledge of
their surroundings be classified
as "qualified" personnel to take
a group of ;.'non-campers" on a
hike or any other activity.
I would also suggest that more
time be given to r est and relaxation. The rest period for
volunteer activities falls after
a full day of planned and r equired
programming befor e supper.
Many of us were too tired to

Mr. Robert Schumacher
Mr. R. Schumacher stated:
"There are two aspects of the
curi:ent sophomore program in
outdoor education. The first c oncerns itself with the goal and
r easons for the program. The
second with what is accomplished
as a result of this expertence.
"The program was initiated by
the State Board of Education in
r esponse to what they felt was
a need in the total curriculum
in the six state colleges. What
is this need? Why have the progr am at ·all? It presents all
sorts of difficulty for faculty and
student alike. Classes are disrupted and individuals are torn
away from nice warm homes-to
spend a weeli: in the great outdoors. What cany anyone learn
there that they couldn't learn at
the college?
''These are questions that
cannot be answered unless one
has spent some time using the
natural resources of the outdoors
to provide situations for learning.
If we look at the development of
American culture from a rural to
an urban society, we can see
a progressive lack of communication and understanding with the
natural heritage of our land. As
an example of this, I polled a
class of Juniors as to what must
happen in order for a cow to
give milk. Not a single class
member had the vaguest notion
that before giving milk a cow must
-first mate and give birth to a
calf. Now, this is not a valid bit
of information, but it does show an
ignorance on the part of the
students for the fun4amental processes of life. One purpose, then,
of the program is to show our
urbanites that New Jersey is
more than fac tories and tree
lined suburbs, but a state with
mountains, farms, and forests
where the problems of living are
directly r elated to the natural
environment.
''There is the opportunity to
learn from first hand experience
in a way that can never be duplicated i nside the four walls of
a classroom. If, when strolling
through the woods, you come
upon the foundations of a house,
an old orchard and a well, textbooks must be thrown aside. You
must think about what has been
found to r econstruct the story of
why the farm was abandoned.
Problem solving as a way to
learn ceases being an abstraction
and becomes a real activity.
"The factual material learned
during the week at Stokes may not
be as important as the opportunity
of commuting stl!,dents to live
toge ther in a dormitory type
situation. Ther e are value s
derived from being away fr om
home (for perhaps the first time
in eighteen years) and living
with a peer group that cannot
be measured in terms of grades
or credit hours.
"Many times the r e sults of
a particular exper ience do not
measure up to an individual's
expectations. This is inevitable .
No one person can find all ac tivities of eq ual value to himself.
However, when you look at the
brow over - all picture and consider the greatest good for the

Church Scholar
Addresses
Newman Club

student.s to non-violently protest'
the Japanese-American Security
Treaty, which they neglected to
say led to student riots and forced
cancellation of President Eisenhower's trip to Japan. This
year
they
censored
the
Nationalist Government of Free
China while maintaining silence
on· the bloody abuses of. the ,!led
Chinese outlaws. We are confident that very few American
college students would join in
those kind of statements,
"We base our confidence on •
tolls which have indicated campus
opinion very accurately, the most
r eliable being the mock elections
held during the 1960 campaign.
On hundreds of campuses across
the nation students gave the
Nixon-Lodge ticket a majority of
their votes. All s even Big Ten
schools participating in mock
elections over_-wbelmingly endorsed the Republican ticket.
This
we
believe
closely
r epres ents the thinking of the
majority of American college
students which NSA cWms to
repre sent.
Yet many of the
resolutions passed by NSA are
more liberal than even the Kennedy administration would care to
support.
' 'Since NSA numbers 400 out
of 1800 colleges and universities as members, it can hardly
claim to represent ' all American
students'. That is le11s than 25%
of all American colleges.
"It is clear that NSA's claim
to r epresent the thinking of all
American college students is
utterly without foundation, and we
strongly recommend to our
member college Young Republican clubs that they make a
conserted effort toward a more
reiresentative NSA. Tbatfailing,
we urge them to re-evaluate
· their position in the NSA and that
of their student governments,"
Nadasdy _and Harff conclud~

On Wednesday, October 4, the
first of the Newman Club lecture
series was held. The Very
Reverend Monseignor Henry G.
K. Beck, S. T. L. Eccl. Hist.
D., lectured on the REFORMATION.
Monseignor Beck, one
of the most distinguished Catholic Historians in the nation,
obtained
his
Doctorate
in
Ecclesiastical History at the
Gregorian Institute i n Rome. His
Doctoral Dise r tation, which was
awarded the Papal Gold Medal,
has since been translated into
French. While in Rome, he attended
the
Vatican School
of Diplomacy.
Monseignor Beck, bas been a
Professor of Church History at
the Seminary of the Immaculate
Conception at Darlington since
1940 and has also lectured at
Cornell University, He has written extensively for the Catholic
Historical Review as well as
many
sec u la r
Historical
journals. In 1955, Monseignor
Beck was elevated by Pope Pius
XII to the position of Papal Chamberlain, giving him the title Very
Reverend Monseignor.
Monseignor Beck's analysis of
The Reformation was based solely
on the Theology involved on both
sides. He first presented the
new type of theology professed
by Martin Luther in the midsixteenth century. He reviewed
thoroughly, the d o c t r1 n es of
Luther as well as other early
Protestants. He then set for~
the Catholic critique of the protestant stand, defending the
theology of the Catholic Church
in the light of the attack made
by the new theology. Before
summing up, Monseignor Beck
pointed out most strenuously that
it is well for all to remember
that, ''Things are never 100%
wrong.' ' He noted that there are
elements of truth in Luther's
The annual ACE -SNJEA Memstand but he also made It clear
that it is necessary to differen- bership Drive which began on
tiate the truth from the fallacy. October 9, will contine through
Friday, October 13. This ls the
only time at which students will
be permitted to Join the ACE
(Association for Childhood Education) and SNJEA (Student New
Jersey Education Association.)
Officers of the Young ReThe National Education Aspublican National Federation sociation has announced a new
indicated that Young Republican service this year---low cost life
clubs on college campuses across insurance. Mr. James Haney,
the country may be asked to president of the NSC chapter
reconsider their position and the of the student NEA, stated that
position of their schools in the "for almost nothing (18¢ per
National Student Association as month per $1,000.00 of insurance)
a r esult of several ultra-liberal we can protect any indebtedness
resolutions passed by the NSA, we have or might incur in obtaining our college education and
which held its 14th annual Conis a good way to show our apgress in Madison, Wisconsin.
The
resolutions
"clearly preciation to our parents for
demonstrate that NSA is com- the investment made in our college education." Mr. Haney also
pletely out of touc h with the
said this is an excelle nt opporthinking of the average college
tunity to "provide protection for
student",
according to
a
statement released today by Len our famllies and to begln a s ound
Nadasdy,
National Chairman program of insurance upon which
of the Young Republicans, and to build in the future.••
James Harff, National College
Young Republican Chairman.
· "'We are confident that the
average college student is no,
in favor of em a sc u la tin g the
nation's internal security program by abolishing the House
More than 200 editors of colCommittee on Un - American lege newspapers from all over
the nation are expected to attend
Activities " , to two GOP leaders
declared. " Yet the majority of the
F ourth Annual College
the delegates have fallen into line Editors ' Conference at New York
behlnd many 1eft-wing, que l"-- City's Overseas Press Club in
tionable organizations including February, 1962, it was announced
the Emergency Civil Liberties by Ruth Hagy Brod, chairman
Committee,
listed
as
a
of the OPC Youth and Student
Communist front by the Attorney Affairs Committee.
General, in demanding abolition
The
Confer e nce
will be
of HUAC.
underwritten by The Reader's
' 'We are sure that the average Diges4 which has made available
college student would not join a grant of $6,000.00 for the
the NSA Congress in commending purpose, and Jointly sponsored
the Castro regime in Cuba for by the Overseas Press Club and
'disseminating
certain basic
the U. S. National Student Asknowledge and literary skills to sociation.
the Cuban
people'
or in
A Confer ence innovation this
condemning U. S, participation in year will be the awarding of
attempts to overthrow the Red cash prizes by the Digest for
satellite which e xists just _90 outstanding reporting in various
miles off our shor es.
categories. All college news''Last year the NSA leaderpapers represented at the Conship upheld the 'right, ••of fe r e nce will . be eligible for
gr eatest - number, the potential- awards.
ities of this program provide
Tue. INDE:i!ENDENT supports
experiences wh-iE-h -eartnOt bethe
Reds.
duplicated in a ny other way."

·ACE~S-NJEA·
Drive On

NSA "Too Liberal"
Cries GOP

Press Club --· ·.,
C6nference Slated
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Jazz Concert Successful

Guides Hold

First Meeting

A large enthusiastic group was entertained by the Dixielanders
at Newark State College at the Little Theatre on the evening of
September 29. Verified r eports from visitors confirmed the success
of the group. The appearance of the Dixielanders was sponsored
by the College Center Board.

Trad and Proc
Plan for Year
A Traditions and Procedures
meeting was held on September
28, in the Faculty Dining Room.
The topics discussed were a
school mascot, class rings, the
Junior Prom, Senior Court,
hazing .and blazers for the classes
of '64 and '65. It was decided
that additional fittings would be
held for the class of '64. Students
attending the meeting were Ann
Raymond, senior; Doug Licks,
junior; Peggie Maher, Robert J.
Lltowchak, sophomores. Faculty
members were Mrs, Kelland,
Mrs. Amsden. Miss Dunkel, and
Miss ICirkpatrick, Dr. Richardson chaired the meeting,

October 2. "According to Size"
was one of the plays presented
by the Mental Health touring
groups last year to Union County
P,T,A, organizations. After the
play, auditions were held for the
casting of this year's new mental
he alth pl a y, ' 'Ticket
to
Tomorrow'',
Plans have also been made by
th e
Gu 11 d to continue its
c hildren•s theater productions.
Plans are also underway for a
Spring production directed by
Mrs. Zella J. Oliver Fry, advisor
to the Theater Guild.

On Tuesday, October 3, the
Guides had their first meeting
as a club. Over 100 members
attended the meeting held in the
cafeteria at 3:30 p,m, The club
voted unanimously to hold club
meetings the second Tuesday of
every month in the c afeteria at
3:30 p.m. Various plans for the
coming year were discussed, and
several committee c hairmen
were
named. They w ere
as follows:
F.T .A. Scheduling & Invitation
Committee - Barbara Becke r;
Communications Committee Judith
Burst; Entertainment
Committee - He 1en Bordash;
Carnival Committee - Cynthia
Harter; Newspaper . Representative - Angela Aquilina.
The next meeting will be held
November 14.

Did you know the Guides
have volunteered 111 hours
helping out on campus from
the begiruling of October?

Mexican Exchange
Student Arrives

Platt to Head
Eliz. Chorale

Effective Monday, October
9, 1961, the Bookst ore will
be open from 9:00 A,M. to
6 p.m.

Wanted
Folk Singers
Last spring a few people Who
like foµt;-singing discovered each
other on campus and thought aloud
how much fun it would be if a
group of folk-singers could be
mustered for a songfest,
Since then sevet"al more folksingers have been unearthed from
both the faculty and the student
bouy. It begins to look as if a
very good time could be had if
they all got together with voices,
guitars, banjos, harmonicas, and
what have you.
Anybody else interested? Ifso,
contact either Miss Sheila Stess,
student, or Mr. James Day,
faculty.
Nothing
formal is
planned -- just a singing
get-together if you're interested,

Tennessee Williams·
Play in Rehearsal
The Theater Guild of Newark
State College, under the direction of Mr. Edward Allen, is
p r e s en t in g "The G l a s s
Menagerie". Auditions were held
from September 27 to October 3
and the cast was announced on
October 4. The cast includes
Marilyn
Arons as Amanda,
Bonnie Parken as Laura, and
Robert J, Litowc hak as Tom,
The Tennessee Williams'
drama will be presented on the
evenings of November 17 and 18
in the Little Theater.
Mr. Allen, a graduate of the
University of Pittsburgh, stated
that he hopes to make the guild
"the best damn theater group in
the state of New Jersey."
MENTAL HEALTII
TOURING GROUP
The NSC Theater Guild opened
its Fall season with a performance of "According to Size",
Friday evening in the Little
Theater before an audience of
over 100 New J ersey teac hes.
The Guild once more presented
the play on Tuesday afternoon,

Professor Jack Platt
Professor Jack E. Platt, has
been appointed director of the
Elizabeth Community Chorale.
Mr. Platt, c hairm an of the
Newark State music department,
is experienced in choral and
instrumental work, as well as
radio. Miss Rosalie DoBie of
Maplewood will serve as ac companist.
Sidney Treibitz, president of
the chorale group extended an
invitation to anyone interested in
s inging. He expressed an immediate need for bases.
The Elizabeth Good Neighbor
Council sponsors the Chorale
which rehearses Tuesday evenings at the First Presbyterian
Parish House.

NSC Profs to
Attend Workshop
Mr. Franck G. Darte, Dr.
Regina H, Garb, fytrs. Zita R.
Norwalk, and Mrs. Edna D. Salt
wUl evaluate new programs in
elementary education October 21
at the ninth annual workshop of
the New Jersey State Federation
of District Bo.a rds of Education.
Dr. Alice M, Meeker, chairman
of the education department at
Paterson State College, will be
another member of the panel.
The workshop will take place
October 19-21 in Atlantic City,
" What is our life but a
succession of preludes to
that unknown song whose
firs t solemn note is sounded
by Death?"
Alphonse M, L, Lamartine

Miss Carmen Gorostiaga, a
welcome asset at Newark State,
hails from Torreon Coahuila,
Mexico, Before coming io N.S.C.
Carmen graduated from The
American School of Torreon,
completing a four-year course in
only two years. She is, as well,
a qualified Spanish - English
s ecretary.
In a recent interview, Carmen
was asked to comment on her
impressions of Newark State, She
observed that thefriendly atmosphere on campus had made the
first few weeks very pleas ant
indeed. She has thus far,
experienced no language difficulties but seems plagued by the
usual problem with Math,
Carmen, who ls interested in
tennis, plans to join the Women's
Recreation Association.

Announcement of
Health Proggram
President
Wilkins h.a s
announced a new and m o r e
vigorous administrative policy on
health and physical fitness at
Newark State College, He noted
that one of ·the chief arguments
for moving the College from
Newark to the present campus
was the fac t that the Union site
provides the space necessary for
a sound program ofoverall physic al fitness. He observed further
that although the College now has
the facilities needed, these have
not been used to their fullest,
However, in the future every
effort will be made to see that
all of the facilities are available
to and used by everyone.
In line with the new policy,
the gymnasium has been reserved
for the facu lty members every
weekday from 12:30 to 1:30.
What's the use? Yesterday
an egg, tomorrow a feather
dus ter,
Mark Fenderson

From:

Can We be Equal and Excellent Too?
by John W. Gardner
"At Stanford University in 1906, William James said, "The
wealth of a nation consists more than in anything else in the number
of superior men that it harbors. " We are.just now coming to grasp
the profound truth of his remark. For the first time in history,
men and women of high ability and advanced training are in demand
on a very wide scale,
.
This demand is an inevitable consequence of our state of
development as a society. We can observe societies in the world
t oday at every stage from the most primitive to the most advanced,
and nothing is easier to demonstrate than that each step toward
the latter involved a heavier demand for educated talent, As the
philosopher Alfred North Whitehead put it, ''In the conditions of
modern life, the rule is absolute; the race which does not value
trained intelligence is doomed".
SCHOOLS AND TIIE TALENT HUNT
The chief means of carrying on the talent hunt is the educational
system, Schools not only educate youngsters--they sort them out.
Every school morning some 42 million American children gulp
their breakfast, grab their books, slam the front door and dash off
to class, Among them go not one but ·s everal future Presidents of
the United States, a handful of future Supreme Court justices and
dozens of future Cabinet members.
Americans like to think that these future Presidents dashing off
to school may come from any walk of life. But as education becomes
increasingly effective in pulling the bright youngster to the top, it
becomes increasingly rugged sorting-out process for everyone concerned. The schools are the golden avenue of opportunity for able
youngsters; but by the same token they are the arena in which
less able youngsters painfully discover their limitations.
The European system separates youngsters at 10 or 11 years of
age on the basis of ability, and begins preparing some for university
education, others for less demanding levels of education. This is in
many respects an efficient procedure; and some critics of our schools,
such as Vice Adm, Human Rickover, think it wouid solve most of
our problems, But, in the American view, it violates our principle
of multiple chances.
We believe • that each youngster should have many successive
opportunities to discover himself. It is a unique feature of our system
that the "late bloomer" may dawdle or occupy himself wit h other
educational objectives until as late as the first or second year of
college and still not only obtain a college education but go on to
become a professional man.
Not long ago a friend in a Western city described a Dr.·s. to me
as "the best internist in town". I asked if he was the S. who has
attended the University of California in the l 930's, He was, But my
memory was of a pleasantly aimless young man with no interest
in studies and no goal more serious than to play shortstop on the
baseball team. "That was S., all right," said my friend: ''But
in his junior year he woke up, and after that nothing could stop
him,"
It is not only the late bloomer who benefits by the principle of
multiple c hances. We now know beyond any doubt that the s ocial
and cultural influences of the home have a good deal to do with both
motivation and performance in school. The child growing up in a
home barren of educational or c ultural influences m ay r equire
a longer exposure to school before he wakes up.
And the practice followed by some of our public universities of
accepting all applicants from high school and then weeding them out
during the freshman year may also be defended in terms of our
principle of multiple chances. It can be argued that it is more
sensible social strategy to let a student try and fail--and in failing
discover his inadequacy-than to tell him he is not good enough to
try...
This has been reprinted with the permission of "Reader's Digest" , .
October, 1961.

Student Court
Active in Ohio
Cincinatti, Ohio - (l, P,}-Five
justices have begun holding court
sessions at the University of Cincinnati, The five, all upperclassmen in the College of Law,
are members of a new UC body,
a Student Court
with
unprecedented powers,
The court, which is the judicial
arm of the Student Council, is the
firs t student group granted
jurisdiction to:
1, Hear student appeals from
citations for violations of c ampus
traffic regulations. The court has
power to cancel or ·modify citations at its discretion .
2. Call s tudents before it for
mandatory hearings in cases invo lvin g misuse of student
identification cards, The court
ma y imp ose penalties in
accordance
with University
.regulations,
3. Hear and rule on disputes
i n v o Iv in g interpretations of
Student Council constitution or
legislation,
4, Serve as arbiter in disputes
between s tudents or s tudent
groups when asked t o do so by
the parties involved,
All justices are named for oneyear terms by vote of the Stuq.ent
Council following nomination by
the dean of the College of Law,
Dr. Roscoe L. Barrow,
FORMAL W E.\R

Hich hues of burgu:1dy make
for 11t•\\· color elegance in Fall
formal wear, as does a fresh
revival of tailcoats in black and
dark gray. Dt•eµ blues and
bla,: k remain standard for t1lxcdos, but cruisewear models
turn up in bright tones. For the

HISTORY TEA
Dr. Hutc hinson, chairman
of the history and social
s c i enc e department, announced that a tea will be
held for all history and social
science majors, It will be in
the Student Lounge at 3:30,
October 17.

Frosh Parents·
Visit Campus
Parents of the class of ' 65
at Newark State learned s omething of what is in store for their
children over the next four years
on Thursday, October 5, at
•'Freshman Parents• Night."
The freshmen escorted their
parents on a tour of the campus
and introduced them. to faculty
members, All the guests gathered
in D' Angola Gymnasium for a
musical program, Speec hes were
delivered by Ors. Wilkins,
O'Brien, and Whiteman,
Dr. Wilkins discussed ''The
measure of a good college,"
Dr. O'Brien advised freshmen
on how to make the most of their
collegiate experience, and Dr.
Whiteman spoke about "Growing
up in college."
The College Chorus sang under
the direction of Mr. Jac k E,
Platt, Mr, E. Theodore Stier,
director of admissions , presided
at the program,
F ollowing the formal part of the
program was a reception in the
College Center.
The college
buildings were open to vis itors
until 10 p.m.
man who likes the added flair
of a cummerbund, pleated
blacks are t-he favorites of the
new season.
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No Room At The Inn
by Angela De Rose
Devices have become so
dr~tically compact with the result that they have lost their full
intent.
In the beginning, the
objective s tarted with the
motive, ''more for your money,"
A lapse of time has supplemented
this idea for the alternative
of a "space saver." Ultimately
we are faced wtth the unavoidable, which ls best?
Here, on the grounds of this
very college, we are asked to .
utllize these appliances. It ls
quite evident, that the gym
lockers are a typical example
of such space economizers.
There remains no ounce of doubt
in the mind of one oppressed,
as to their servlceabllity. If they
are designed to satisfy the needs
of a college student, why then
must they be shared? The conundrum now has approached the
pinnacle, • ,I have a roommate!
At one time the issue was bow
could so much be stored in such
a diminutive nook in the wall,
~esently we are faced with a
more serious criterion, • ,how
to close the locker? It ls most
indubitable with such transformations occurring, what shall
happen to Jane Doe's size nine
sneakers? Unfortunately, bec au s e of this unalterable
eventuality, some solution must
be attained, Therefore, having
taken the entire matter into my
own hands, solution •A' has been
promoted. Jane Doe, may I inform
you of one pair of white, size
nine sneakers suddenly displaced
or deported to an unknown dest 1 nation.
With this slight
alternation, little remains to be
s a i d except. • ,fo r
s om e
unher aided reason our locker has
finally been closed.

In the Darkness
of the Night
by Arthur Moron
In the darkness of the night
Who is wrong and who is right
In the stillness of the grave
Where ls Jesus, strong to save?·
Amid the ranks of doleful dead
Who bakes and gives the dally
bread?
In the darkness of the night
Who is wrong and who ls right?
In the darkness of the night
Who ls wrong and who ls right?
There the slayer and the slain
Sing alike their song of pain
There the foolish and the wise
Learn at last there ls no prize
There at last comes all the
earth
To learn the worthlessness o(
worth
In the darkness of the night
ls there any wrong or right?
In the darkness of the night
ls there any wrong or right?
For in the realms of death the
king

No devils dance or angels sing
There is neither fire nor fear
Lust or shame or black desire
Only there is grey twilight
Darker far than any night
And in the darkness of that
light
There is neither wrong nor
right,

By Pat Sullivan
by Henry McKendry
1n
weakness there is stren~h,
Having recently been inundated just as even in the greatest of
by the French New Wave, the strength there is an overshelmAmerican movie going public is ing weakness.
now preparing for another onJ onathan was young and strong
slaught from what has been c alled as he strode through the city.
by some the ItalianNeo-realists, The rich brown of his neatly
This group is now being repre- pressed suit precisely duplicated
sented in our country by three the close-cropped tidiness found
recent imports: Fellini's "La among the hairs on his head.
Dolce Vita", Antonionl's ''L'- J onathan was a man of taste and
Avventura" and Luchino Vis determination. He knew what he
contl's "Ro cco and His wanted and had the will to obtain
Brothers".
This article will it, This latter quality could be
add res s itself to the later observed in the resolute set of his
offering.
features as he passed through-'' Rocco and His Brothers" though seemingly over -- t be
1s the story of a mother and her throng of miscellanies jostling
four sons who leave their home past.
in poverty stricken Southern Italy
It was a pleasing face, and
in order to find a better life in possessed an earnest, almost
Milan. From the beginning we c om p e 111 n g, expression that
see that their trip was an ill- people liked--especially women,
starred one because the Jonathan was well-aware of this
appearance of the family breaks attraction and used it to good
up a bethrothal party for the
advantage. He had always been
mother's fifth son who had pre- clever at discovering assets and
::eaed the family in Milan.
putting them to use; even as a
In almost three hours of film
boy when he coaxed favors out
time, Visconti shows us the step of his mother with that same
by step moral disintegration of
irresistible look.
the family. Rocco's older
Dynamic; that was the word to
brother, Simone, becomes a
describe Jonathan. People spoke
boxer, a seducer of elderly of him as a young man headed
women for their jewels and the for success. He was certain to
paramour of a prostitute. But make 'itto the top orie aay> There
s a id prostitute has a decent was a power within him, they said
streak in her. She soon falls in --a potential for greatness.
love with brother Rocco who ls
Jonathan a 1so sensed this
virtuous and much less carnal power, He could see that he was
than Simone.
not of the common masses 'who
Much violence and hatred throng the world without noticing
erupts from this situation, In one and without being noticed.
scene Simone and his friends
Someday, he realized, his
invade the love nest of Rocco and power would come into full force,
the decent prostitute. Rocco ls and no obstacle on earth would be
then held and forced to watch as large enough or strong enough to
his brother attempts rape on the prohibit his steady climb to the
girl. Later, in another scene, top. Then he could lean down
the girl 1s brutally murdered in from that lofty pinnacle and manisuch a way that it will probably pulate his domain with a dignity
recall to mind the shower-slaying synonymous with majesty. Jonascene in "Psycho".
than planned to be a powerful
man--a leader among men.
Oddly enough, J onathan did not
In °the case, we have Alain
Delon as Rocco, Mr. Delon has particularly desire we a 1th,
been compared to our late James although there was no doubt in
De an in a c ting technique, his mind that he would obtain it.
However I fail to see the con- He disdained the rich for being
nection, for Delon can act as well soft, while scorning the poor for
as emote, although Visconti gives the callousness which made them
him little opportunity for either. vulgar, Finances were encumto Jonathan, but he
Annie Girardot, as the girl loved brances
by both brothers, steals the acting realized that money was the
honors in my opinion, She 1s so prime asset for success in
convincing that any male watching modern society. Thus, he diswould give his right arm if he carded his natural distaste for the
could but have a chance at materal and strove for it in his
reforming her, Renato Salvatori quest for recognition.
Nothing further can be said
as Simone and Katina Paxinou
as the mother are also good. Miss about this young man Jonathan
Paxinou will be remembered here than that the energies he expenfor her fine Academy Award por- ded toward grasping power were
trayal of a Loyalist guerrUla apparently inexhaustible. Partifighter in the 1943 film version cularily today when he was to be
of Hemingway's "For Whom the interviewed at Mr. Lynd's office
for the distinguished, wellBell Tolls".
"Rocco and His Brothers" salaried position of personnel
should be a very successful film manager of the Lynd-Bacon
1n the United States. Its com- Manufacturing Firm, makers of
bination of sex and violence will the famous hardwood furniture
attract the average movie goer that sold all over the world.
Naturally, Jonathan bad no
as well as those interested in art
films. But the discriminating fears as to whether he would get
viewer must not be deceived that the job or not, None of the
"Rocco" is pure realism. Vis- other applicants were nearly so
conti now and again inserts the qualified as he. Also, a dynamic
romantic, and I believe that Rocco successful man like Mr, Lynd was
himself is a symbol of virtue sure to observe and admire those
and honesty in a putrid world, same characteristics in another
Delon is just t oo delicately hand- which he himself had used to gain
some to be convincing in the role power.
Jonathan was joyous and yet
of a fighter who is constantly
getting his puss smashed in by restless, stalking the streets in
broad daylight. He looked more
somebody's right,
Thus, while "Rocco and His the part of a cunning and polished
Brothers" ls excit.ing and well panther, prowling- the jungle in
worth seeing, it is not great the dead of night, ruler of all
c inema, but rather a good attempt who inhabited his kingdom,
Proud, strong, indomitable,
at it.
deep, Jonathan crossed the
street. His life lay before him
--a good life, and an outstanding
knit sport shirts with a
life--to be lived amid a shallow
wanted look, feel and weight
hoard of plebians, who intellistep out in orion and other fine
gence could never even so much
yarns this fall.
as comprehend his own inscruOrlon and orion blends offer
table mind, let along equal it.
a wide selection of sport shirts.
But their equality was not
Look for a wider-spread colla1·
necessary to Jonathan, 1n fact,
(the British influence) and
if the truth be known, it was not
more fly.fronts. New "West
even desired. Far better that
Point" (short, stand-up collar)
these commoners merely a c a,e ali;o sure fashion pacers.
knowledge his superiority and
Shirts (for bowling and othtrust his wisdom. For Jonathan
e1· popular winter sports) with
was a man who would never really
ribbed underarm inserts spell
live among people. Even in the
action and comfort. Shirts feaconfident, almost arrogant, manture block patterns, geomet•
ner in which he crossed the
rics, s ubdued stripes, classic
street it was plain that he already
checks and tattersalls in a coldwelt above them.
orful array.
Gabe was old and feeble as he
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drove through the city. His hands,
clasping the wheel of the maroon
'SO Ford were liver-spotted and
gnarled, calloused and begrimed
by an entire lifetime of hard
work. The eyes that grimly.
focused on the snarl of creeping
vehicles before him had become
a weak and watery blue, merely
a washed-out tint of their original
brightness, Perhaps this was
c aused by old age, or per~aps
it was from too many inquisitive
glares at the sun.
Gabe never cared much for the
city, and sprang at any chance to
get outside its llrnits, Traffic
annoyed him and people--most
people, anyway--scared him,
Smoke scratched his nose and
noise jangled his brain, Insincerity enraged him and guile
confused him, With such aversions one would surely think
that poor old Gabe would have
left the city long ago to take up
a new life on a quiet country
farm or village, That was Where
he belonged, and that was where
he wished desperately to be.
Why, then, did he torture himself
by remaining · 65 years in the
same flat in which he had been
born.
Gabe was a listless, spiritless
man. He wanted to leave the
city, but the truth was that he
simply considered the move too
much effort, Every year he kept
himself going with the dream of
someday
packing
up
his
belongings and st.a rting afresh in
a distant, cozy valley; but every
year he made some logical, unspoken excuse to himself of why
it could not be this particular
year. Patience, he admonished
himself; patience, and you wUl
achieve your dream, Not very
much longer and you will be far
way from this exasperating
ruckus. All things come to those
who wait, Be patient.
1n this manner Gabe had
deluded his soul for over half a
century. He would never move,
Gabe was born in the city and he
would die there, His life had been
lived thus far in a stagnant bog;
there was little hope that now at
sixty-five he would pull himself
out, He had not the ener_gy to
realize his dream, In his inert,
passive way he was actually content to keep it as merely a dreamsomething to wish for but never
bring into reality. Because
r e a Ii t y reveals fr aility• while
dreams focus only upon
perfection.
Still, Gabe knew nothing of all
these inner truths. He knew only
that he wished to leave the metropolis, leave the traffic, leave
the people, leave the noise, leave
the glaring neon signs, leave the
coldness and cruelty, leave, leave
leave, Perhaps Gabe wished to
die,
Gabe ran down a man that
day--a young man. He had just
stepped off the curb against the
light as Gabe rumbled past, The
young man had never looked t o the
right or the left as he crossed
the street, He seemed perfectly
assured of his safety. But with
his own weak, watery eyes Gabe
saw the lad szo down before the
wheels of his '50 Ford, that had
already screeched to a halt-.:foo
late. Poor youngster• Gabe
thought later.
He never did
know what hit him.
The old man got out of his
destructive vehicle and knelt beside the younger one. The telltale swarm of onlookers gathered
ab o u t, buzzing in horrified
delight. An accident ha d
occurred! 1n some small way
the monotony of their lives had
been disturbed. Everyone pressed breathlessly close to see the
tragic scene,
What they saw was a twisted
and disfigured young man lying
beneath the rubber claws of a
maroon monster created in 1950.
It was a hideous sight--an abrupt
end to a life that had never begun,
And amid their muffled ejaculations were heard many comments
about the face of the corpse.
There has never been seen such
an utterly astonished expression
on a human being, they said,
All the disappointed hopes of
mankind were engraved perm anent 1y on those strong,
youthful features. And the more
obse·r vant among them happened
to note that the rich br,own of his
torn and crumpled suit precisely
duplicated the close-cropped
chaos to be found among the

matted hair on his skull•
Jonathan had been a man of
taste and determination. He knew
what he wanted and had the will
to obtain it. But Jonathan was
a man who could never really
live among the people. Even in the
con fl dent, almost arrogant,
manner in which he crossed the
street it was plain that he already
~'#.~lt al!Q.V!L_them

Alumnus Donates
Student's Worlc
An alumnus, Miss Janice Picarell, has donated the following
c omposition entitled, ' ' Our
M is s ion", written by Ronald
TainCor, a seventh grade student
at Osbourne School, Brick Township, New Jersey:
My comrades, lney, Meaney,
Miney• and Moe and I after getting
out of Mula-Mula Mountain alive
received word from headquarters
for a new assignment, It took us
to Shana-Shana land right in the
middle of Zombi land. Wewereto
locate the two well-known professors Cigar-Tinltle-Tinkle and
Bisquit O'Toole,
After a long and tiresome walk
we finally arrived at our destination.
The land was barren,
unchartered and quite to our
suprlse thousands upon thou sands of yellJng, ugly, zombies
came charging at us. After a
couple of hours of holding them
off our ammunition ran out. They
t ook us to their village. We were
terrified. We were thrown into
a hut where we saw the two .professors sitting in the corner.
That night the natives were
restless, They took us and tied
us to some stakes, then they put
wood all around and setitonfire,
The names burned our ropes; we
all ran to our guns, 'and some
blasting powder the professors
had been using, All of a sudden,
POW!!!
Well Shano-Shano was rid of
the Zombies. We just made it
out alive.
Back at headquarters, we once
again received congratulations
and medals from President
Kennedy. That day headquarters
received word of a prehistoric
beast in Tokyo Harbor. Guess
who got the job? Us!

Bold Sweaters
Are Fanciful
And Di.versified
Sweaters arc among the
newsiest of the new fashions!
Every season they've grown
further and further away from
the "utilitarian" styles of the
past. Now this fall, it seems
they 11urcly must have reached
their peak of 1m1artness!
There are sweaters for wearing to sporting events, to the
office, to u movie - even to a
b:ill !
There ure sweaters to wear
in place of a blouse, as a vest,
instead of a coat - they come
in every length from cropped
tops to below the hips - with
sleeves ranging from none to
extra-long with necklines
that are decollete or hugging
the chin.
Sweaters sport exciting trims
of fringe, beads, appliques, fur,
pompons, buttons 'n-' bows.
They are solid, striped, checked, even floral printed.
They may have collars that
convert to hoods; are as large
as o. sailors; form a wedding
band of fur - and on and on!
In the kn it itself, sweaters
range ftom the very fine cot•
ton kinds to enormous loops of
woolly wool - and, of course,
including the wonderful easyr.nre knits that may appear in
m'\ny guises.
Color, for sweaters, means
any hue that is brand new!
Many of them arc vivid combinations too.
In oil, the word for sweaters
is nothing short of sensational.

WANTED:
FEATURE WRITERS
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1eparnnents but to spread their
:ourse electives more broadly.
Under the new rules, the opportunity will also be broadened
for an able student to get an
honors degree even though he has
not undertaken tutorial or thesis
projects, Many departments. , ,
Softball, after a years absence, required previously that a student
opened the Men's Athletic As- write a thesis and take extra
sociation intramural pr ogram for courses in the field to be eligible
for honors at graduation. Under
this year.
The Sophomore team won the the revision a student may qualify
tournament that was marred by for the honors degree "cum
the failure of the Junior Class Laude in General Studies" on
his course record alol1e.
to field a team.
All students have a major
Toe firs t r ound of the tournament saw the Sophs winbyforfeit subject of study or "field of
c:,ver the Juniors. The Freshman concentration," but these canclass overwhelmed the Seniors didates typically would have been
with a display of power, 13-8. a somewhat broader and more
Toe Frosh
were unable varied program of courses than
to muster the power they showed their classmates who are in deagainst the Seniors and were partmental tutorial,
defeated by the Sophs, 12-6.
Assistant Professor Richard
Toe Seniors tood the third T. Gill, who is Allston Burr
place by a forfeit win c:,ver the Senior Tutor in Leverett House
and who proposed the change to
Juniors,
FOOTBALL OPEN.5
the faculty, explained that one
Toe M. A. A, also announced of the main factors which prompthe opening of ¢e intramural ted the revision i s the constantly
football league on Oct. 9, Each improving quality of Harvard
class will field one team for undergraduates, "Toe average
the six game schedule with the Harvard student today is very
winner representing the College different from what he was 5
in a game with Union Junior Col- years ago," be explained, "He
lege,
is better prepared and certainly
TENNIS ANYONE
much more interested. We beThe intramural tennis matches lieve that most of our students
open Oct. 16 and anyone interested now can profit from independent
in
competing
should sign word."
the notice on the bulletin board
in the Student Center before Oct.
W,R,A, has placed a sug12. Toe draw sheets for the
gestion box in the lobby of ·
tournament will be postM by
D'Angola Gym, The purFriday, Oct. 13,
pose of this is to facilitate
Toe M. A. A. has also announcgrowing needs by reviewing
ed that the Cheerleaders this
the suggestions of the student
year will be attired in new uniforms,
body.

M.A.A. Starts
Intramural
Program

Booters Lose Two
Toe Newark State College
soccer team lost its first two
games, against Trenton State 4-1
and Seton Hall 7-0,
Trenton scored twoquiclcgoals
in the opening .quarter and was
never headed, The Squires only
goal was scored by Richie
Liebenow,
Seton Hall, after an impressive
6-0 opening win over Lafayette,
had too much scoring punch for
the
Squires. Jim Dowllng,
reserve Newark goalle, held the
Pirates to one goal in the second
half and may have won a starting berth for this performance,
Toe Squires had the misfortune
of opening the season against
two of the strongest teams in
New Jetsey.
Trenton, along with Paterson
State, has been rated "teams to
beat" in the New Jersey State
Teachers Conference.
Seton Hall has received preseason ranking as a contender
for the National Collegiate
Athletic Association Championship,

Stu dents Decide
On Study Hours

1

I,

Undergraduate
students in
Harvard and Radcliff will have
new freedom in shaping their
study programs beginning this
fall. Tutorial instruction in the
junior ~ senior years and the
opportunity to write a senior
thesis will be offered generally
to students in Social Sciences
or the Humanities who wish it,
and will no longer be restricted
mainly to honor students.
Tutorial program including the
thesis,
the more intensive
departmental concentration, and
the benefits of Individual instruction. can still be elected even
if a student is doing only C work,
according to Dean John U, Monro.
On the other hand, if the stµdent
wants a somewhat broader program, he is still eligible for a
degree with honors, he said,
Toe central purpose of the new
program, Dean Monro emphasized, is to give the student
a greater freedom of choice in
worlcing
out his program
of courses and the style of instruction he prefers in college,
The faculty thus plans to be
more liberal in awarding formal
honors at graduation to students
with A and B records in courses
who elect not to do intensive
tutorial and thesis work in their

Sherwood
Forest
Revisited
The first Archery meetingwas
held during activities hour on
Tuesday, October 3, under the
advisement of Mrs. Ressniclc.
The twenty-one future Robin
Hoods who attended were forced
to confine their activities to the
gym by the puddly weather conditions. But spirits were not
dampened by the rain drops.
Toe basic fundamentals of the
equipment, procedure, and safety
were revised. Preparations were
made in order that, weather permitting, as many future meetings
as possible could be spent in
shooting and tournaments,
This was the first in a series.
of six meetings, every Tuesday
afternoon through November 4,
It is still possible to receive
W.R.A. credit for' the activity;
but you must act now,
Everyone Jnterested in archery, from a beginner to a
slcilled expert, is welcome to
come and join the group. We
will meet rain or shine,

W.R.A. Holds
Meeting

Toe first general meeting of
the Women's Recreation Association convened on Thursday,
September 28 at 3:30 P,M. in
D'Angola Gym.
Toe meeting was called to
discuss the plans of the club
for the coming year and to vote
for proposed revisions ct the
organization's constitution.
After the introduction of the
new officers to the general
assembly and a welcome to the
, freshmen, the old constitution.
was read by Mary Ann Loboda,
University Parle, Pa.-(L.P.)- : President of W. R. A, ProToe quota limitation plan adopted posed amendments to this conby Panhellenic Council at the stitution were then voted on and
Pennsylvania State University accepted.
will equalize the size of sorority
chapcers on campus over a period
of time as well as adapt . the
rush program to the newlyinstituted four-term system
here.
Toe new system is more a
change in terminology than a
drastic change in the rush program. It combins a pledge quota
with a limitation on total chapter
FOR TiiE CAPTURE
size which includes pledges and
OF AN ARTIST TO
initiated members, The pledge
ORAW A "SQUIRE EMBLEM.
quota and membership of each
CONTACT ED SJOOELL
chapter will be set by PanhelMAIL.BOX #148
lenlc Council.
The pledge quota will be set
after registration for formal rush
and will take into consideration
the number of women available
for pledging and the percentage
normally pledged as well
as chapter limitation. Thefigure
The Renata Club of Newark
will be obtained by dividing the State College held its first meetnumber of rushees expected .to ing of the year on Tuesday, Octopledge by the number of sorori- ber 3 at 3:30 P.M. The purpose
ties on campus.
of this meeting was to elect a
The actual quota will be lower Chief Executive for the organizathan this figure in order to allow tion. The winner of this election
smaller groups to pledge enough was Dorothy Weitzman. Miss
girls to build the chapter number Weitzman is a senior in the
towards limitation. 1n this way, Social Studies curriculum.
if large sororities fulfill their
The club has also announced
quota a sufficient number that there will be a full memof rushees will remain to allow bership meeting on October 17
open bidding for those which do at 3:30 P.M. in the Faculty Dinnot. Chapter limitation desig- ing Room.
nates the total number of pledges
and initiated members in each
Student Councll budgets appro•
sorority during a specified
priations f or th e year of
period,
1961-62 are as follows:
It will be possible for a chapter
Org.
Appro.
to exceed the set limitation if,
Freshman Class
600
for example, it is full to limitaSophomore Class
1500
tion at the time of formal rush.
Junior Class
2300
The chapter is still allowed to
Senior Class
3700
take the full pledge quota and
Campus Comm.
900
in this way may exceed the llmitaSocial Comm,
300
tion until dropouts or graduation
Memorabilla
10000
could equalize the number, ConIndependent
6000
tinuous open bidding will be an
ACE-SNJEA
200
intergral part of this system for
Forum Club
---each chapter will be permitted
Choral Groups
500
to rush until it fulfills the quota,
Orchestra
700
although it is not obligated to
Nu Lambda Kappa
600
do so,
Norms
1500
Wapalanne
500
Love and business and
c.c.u.N.
600
fam.ily and religion and art
Student Council
4000
and patriotism are nothing
College Center Brd.
6140
Guides Club
400'
but shadows of words when
a man's starving.
Misc. Approp.
1500
Heart of the West.
Alumni
1600
Cupid a'la Carte
TOTAL
43540

Sorority 'chapters
Limited by Council

REWARD

$10.

Renata Club
Elects President

From The Sports Desk ....
by KENNY & MAHER
We, the sports editors of the
Independent, would like to take
this opportunity to initiate a new
column, Our objective will be
to comment on all campus sport.s
activities
plus
any local
or national athletic events
that we feel will be of interest
of our readers.
Our first comment is actually
a call for HELP, In order to
insure complete coverage, swdents are needed to report on
sports events and write articles
of interest to the sports-minded,
Any comments, criticisms or
would be reporters should make
themselves
known
to the
two busiest people in the Independent office,
The soccer team, although
los~'?g their first two games, to

College
Curriculm
Changed
Huntingdon, Pa.-(1, P,)-Juniata
College's "restructured" Curriculum, which will go into effect
this year, provides for every
student to proceed through two
basic courses, one in the senior
year; a distribution of courses
in all divisions; and an area of
concentration in one department.
In the first basic course, all
freshmen will study man's
cultural achievement in selected
epochs o.( world history. The
senior basic course will open
"to the widest possible integration of the several fields of
knowledge" which the student
has studied in the segmented pattern of particular courses,
By means of distribution, the
student will continue throughout
his college program a spread of
studies "intended to contribute
to the broadening of bis intellectual horizons." 1n concentration,
the student will be free to center
his attention in depth on the
field for which his abillties and
interests best fit him.
The College will continue to
require competence in English,
foreign language and physical
education.
ln addition, all
students will be required to take
two courses in r eligion.

highly touted foes, are still
capable of producing a winning
season if they can get more
scoring punch into the llne-~p.
Student' attendence will also give
the hooters a big lift. Let's
see everyone at the Fairleigh
Diclcenson game Wednesday, Oct.
11, at 3:30 p,m.
The officers of the M.A.A.
and W.R.A·, have been very cooperative
with
this desk
in supplying information concerning their organization and we
would like to take this opportunity
to thank them,
Congratulations
to Roger
Maris on his 61 home runs and
also to Ford Frick for his honest,
intelligent decision of allowing
'Babe Ruth's record of 6()homers
in 15-f games to stand,

New Math Proposal
Rochester, Mich,-(1.P,)-Every
American grade school teacher
will take at least two years of
college mathematics as the first
step in a planned revolution in
college mathematics Jnstruetion,
according to a recommendation
adopted
by the Board of
Governors of the Mathematical
Association of America. This
proposal is being supported by
a two- year $350,000 Federal
grant to the Association's Committee on the Undergraduate
Program,
Plans would at least triple the
average high school teacher's
preparation, and would wipe out
what many studies have termed
a mathematical illiteracy among
elementary
teachers, School
superintendents, state education
officials and colleges and universities wUl be urged to adopt
as absolute minimum these standards:
1. Every elementary teacher
should have two years of college
preparatory mathematics and
four college courses . totalling
12 semeater hours.
2. Those teachJng rudiments
of algebr a or geometry (junior
high school), should have seven
college mathematic s courses
totaling 21 hours,
3. Every high school mathematics teacher should have a 33hour mathematics major and a
minor in' a mathematics-using
field.
4, High school teachers of
calculus, linear algebra and probabillty, should have in addition
a master's degree with. at least
two-thirds
of
the courses
in mathematics.

Weekly Schedule
Mon, Oct. 9, l 961
Little Gallery
8:30 A.M. to ACE-NJE Member'ship
4:00 P.M,
Drive (Oct. 9-13)
Tues,, Oct. 10
d
Jr, & Sr, visit Practicum and Student Teaching Centers a11 ay,
3:30 P.M.
Faculty Association
Sci, Aud. 130
3:30 P.M.
Norms Theater' Guild
Little Theater
3:30 P.M.
C.C.U.N.
Meetings Room
7:30 P,M.
Wapalanne
Meetings Room
7:30 P.M.
Nu Theta Chi
Faculty Dining Room
8:00 P.M.
Union County Training
Little Theater
Session for School Support
Wed., Oct, 11
Junior Ring Orders,
Little Theater
Fr'. Women's Orientation
1:30 P.M.

A-K
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
1:30
3:00

P.M.
P,M.
P.M.
P,M,
P.M.
P.M.

Thurs,, Oct. 12
7:00 P.M,
7:30 P,M,
Fri., Oct. 13
3:30 P.M,
4:30 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
Sat,, Oct. 14
11:00 P.M.
Mon., Oct. 16
1:30 P.M.
1:30 P.M.
3:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

P,M,
P.M.

P.M,
P,M.
P,M,

8:00 P.M,

New Counselors
Lab. Experiences Comm.
Student Per'S, Committee
Campus Committee
Communications Committee
Soccer'-Fairleigh-Diclcinson
(Madison)

Meetings Room
Fac.Lge.-i:-ownsend
Stu, Pers. Office
Sci. 176
Room 113
D' Angola Gym

Delta Sigma Pi
Pi Eta Sigma

Fae. Din. Rm.
Meetings Room

Advanced Seminar Inst,
Student Council
Oinizulu African Dance
Progr'am

Fac,Lge.Townsend
Meetings Room
Little Theater

Soccer-Drew

D' Angola Gym,

Dept. Chair-men Mtg.
Meeting for Seniors
Placement Ethics
Soccer-Glassboro
Aleithian Club
Bridge Clinic
l,F ..S.C. Mtg.
Party Food Preparation
Program
l,A, Ass~n. Mtg.

Fac.Lge.Townsend
Little Theater
D' Angola Gym
Meetings Room
Fae. Din. Rm.
Main Din. Rm.
College Center'
Kitchen
Sci. Aud. 130

